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There arefeimpalar functions concerning teacher ,nersonnel *Aides.

The first 14:staff procuremente In each district somebody has to 'do

manpower planning and recruiting. There is a need Vo identify the

nuMber,pd kinds of employees needed Nild get them into the system.

.t
A.

They have.to'then do recruiting in uribiasedways tobe in comnliance

, with federal and state lai4s.

t

The second major function is staff the organization. This function

deals with,how you pfitce your neonle, how you'transfer your neonle,

how you Promote your neonle, and how.you separate your neople. It is

At-

'ofterc reflectedrin the kindsof employee regulations the governing

board ,has adonted as policy; these are what nut the employee in the

.system,.govern emnloyee behavior while he or she is in the system,

and remove the employee-from:the system.
. w ,

, J 9

./ .

The third major personnel function where governing boards have to
,,

. ,

f--
)

have policies is staff develpoo,%ment. This function deals-with orienting

a
,

...

new employees to the system and training intermittently to maximize

their contribution. Staff development also includes supervision and
e.

counseling needed while they are functioning, in the system. The

staff development function relates to getting the maximum. contribution

frOM-the eMnloyee in the system.

The fourth major vunction is employee relations. There is a need for

nolicies.that spell out salary, benefits, and how these things are

1
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determined, Also policleh are needed to cover cdmmunications with

omPldyeetl, Iripvance procedures; and apnea's procedures. Tht:i fpnCtion

Provides for emnloyee needs for sedalty., sense of fairness about the

way they ore suncrvised, handled' and treated, as well as employee:need4

for re4gnition4

'

The issues tip 6e-$iscussed here reflect the bercentions of one person

46,

from a state level Point of view in a state where neither the Xpard of-

Education nor popartment of Education has any direct authority over the'

hiring, `firing, and the managenent of staff in local districts: '.

'Personnel polides'are reserved for the local board of education in the

state of Ilinnesota.

The most direct imnact of federal legislation tends to be the affirmative

action, civil.rights kind of legislation. Any organizational entity

holding a federal'contract that exceeds $50,000. per year .must'eomnly with

, all of the affirmative' action and civil rights legislation in all of its

psontiel functions. That is the biggest federal imnact on actual

rersonnel Practite in local school districts. The intent of the legis-

!...

lation is clear,but the procedure for implementation is not clearly
(

,spelled out. The rules that have been generated to accompany civil rights

and affirmative action federal legislation are written in such obscure.

language that *4i find People in cur school 'districts ask a lot more

questiOns`abouth rules than they do about the 'intent of -the law.

The rules are complex, contradictory, and difficult to comely with.

4



State legislation on teaChor poraonnol isfsuom is very clear; nro4ldures

for implemPlItation are also clearly spoiled dUt,...with procedures fa

equitable personnel-practices.. The 4tatuiesdefin a quill ifted teacher

and spell out snecifically HZ* a teachor,bocomes ,Licensed to nracttce

in the state of titnnesota. They also contain :detailed se atons on t

, .

hiring employees, nrobationary, neriod for employees, *dismissing employees,

. ,

and termination of contract prior to and 4fto14 the4nrobationary neriod.
,44

They deal with retirement, grounds for termination:
,

unrequested
loave1

s

of absen e with and without nay, nre-service .and in-seiViCe elucation,,

transfer , promotions, and separations., All of'th
l

bar ai,iikable district by district: Thaikloe,ns..'wel 'kave tvtor. htip, SOO'

z i * 4'. 'ky .

loca bargaining units where these nrovisions. arc negotiated at ithe.'
,.. t440(

1

liwei 'Consequently, the nractice4'"are 'shelled 04-in very,
, 4

..

tly awn, writtsin :contracts. ,:4,,n .': fact, the.. nersorthel statutes are

CI'

--,
..,(,'

.,. t'a ,..°

,4. far Mere otistailed t) Most statu e tend tri be: .

thingfrare

k-
. .

Tf there are' aY.

.,

r .4
N,

<,

0
jdr''conflicts betweenfederal and state policies,

they have not ,been brought to our attention.

all of their field'representatives have

collective bargaining, lamipicalad the

e teachers unions and/

informed,the public tour.

Public
P.,

blic Eitirilo ee's Labor Relations'P.

Act) so well for so, Many collective-bargaining .seisions that it is very
e

clearly communicated.) Asca matter of fact, we have' very few eases of

. .

litigation about per onnel policies.. There 'are not 'many 'difficultie§

what when,. where and,for whom; but manyin knowing who is to °
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managersicomplain about collective.bargaining and about teachers'
/

union* having encroached on managerial nrerogativos. My observation 114

that the pilocoss works, not only to the benefit of union umbers, but .

also to the benefit of managers. That is when you snail out in a

contract very clearly who can do what( with whom, when, where and how,

then managers -if they manage in accordantt; with that contractbecome

more nroficient: While the nrocodures are clear,J become worried

about the adversarial relationship they-establish between teachers and

administrators.

In Vie early days of collective bargaining some local boards bargained

away some managerial prerogatives. Once you give something away in a

collective bargaining nrocess it is next to impossible to go back to

the bargaining table and take it back. Per examnle, there are a few

contracts where local Boards of Education, as'a'result of inexnerience

in thdir early sessions of collective bargaining, negotiated class siie.

If you negotiate class size, you really have Oven ally managerial pre-

rogatives. You have given un prerogatives because such limits affect
f

hoi one can distribute students, to employees,

PolicylmnlementatiOn doelrequire resources to be reallocated. We

have experienced several years of declining student enrollment and

staffing changes. Some staff within certain specialties have been

displaced, but there have been major efforts made to retrain staff and

place them in areas where tbErd are shortages. Some neonle have been
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very ts1ltappy about that. I you 4VO a ditlpt4Cda irtrii.vicltutl, you 41'0

unhappy about It Vie have had major 441-0s within th0 oducitti41 441,0

in the state rat' hinositio d.

lto,number of to chers employed in scla))11:districts today is not less

than It was at the beginning of the decade hi suite of the fact that thwing

the seventies we have taken about MA ldt doclino in rho number Of students

enrolled. There have beeh shifts within the system,. For extvie, there

has been a significant increase In the faualwr of teachers dealing with

.1uuulicapped children and also in fleeting the sneciaf-iii4d4 of youth in

vocational programs. Resources have been,reallocated, but there aro no

fewer jobs overall. In fact, a greater number of teachers are now

employed than' at' the beginning of the decade.

There is authority forte local Board of Education to reduce staff when

the number of students, the dollar resources available, or the educational

needs within the system indicate the need for a staff reduction., It is

not the existence of policy that causes the problem. In actual imple-

mentation, it is the community perception and politics within tflat local

community that force reallocation of the resources. For example, in a

t'pical small town in Minnesota where fewer than 200 students afe enrolled,

one might find a-tpacher who has been teaching there for 20 years or more.

If the Board of Education moves to terminate the employment of that

teacher or change ti16 teacher's assignment, the4community frequently

will jvst not let them do it. Community acceptance of some reallocation

is frequently the greatest problem, not any policy that is written.



Polley allows for th
0

difficult. *

kind ailoSt4.00, hot octtiatly dolna 11 14

U one studies 00 statute* carefully and abides by the negotiated

con*ract, one should not run Into legal problems* in implication. Local

distiActa tell us they coultiouso MON assistance than they ere getting

In an aurea where neither the statute nor the contract deals with it.

Salary, benefits, hit-Wanes procedures, neallocation, and termination

are dealt with in the contract." Staff devolo6Ment Is not adequately

dealt with in some contracts. Ste ('1 procurement Is not 1,qiutte ly dealt

with iii.some Contracts. If one of the Lour personnel functions is not

dealt with other in statute or in contract, that tends to raise the
.

most questions. or example, there is a concern now. about lack of

opportunities for certain protected classes to get into administration

in education or a lack of opportunity for protected classes to break

into the teaching ranks and get through the probationary period. Staff

reductions occur in inverse order of hiring. Protected classes complain

they are most recently hired and first fired. Peonle ask, "Why are

there no women who are department heads? Why are there no Chicanos who

are X, no blacks who are Y, no Indians who are Z?"

Affirmative action policy is the a1 "which\we get_the most questions.
.111111

9

We 410 not have adequate resources ti;111F districts the assistance they

need. .There is an unfulfilled need for technical assistance regarding

affirmative action even here in Minnesota where things are in relatively
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titan 100 tltttillaltta, Won you look 4t tbAzi oitt rut ortt,c, zatarr .1r flte

titlz l' I if yoki newton' ly rind liit ovrtvorketi ttpet intention f 41141,

000 I r Priday Wlio does the hookketopilim, antlyering the
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licit gut 1111.101 tratlnitig In IMtn 11)1101. Irtitt 11#, 'omit II till

the hard way. They stutahle acrst, ha 1lnett CE tAillilirahltM1 i vc' !Ws ^ iquit'

policies after the tact or tiflat 'at lUalr-Ind 1100 it had mitilicm#.41.

(
metv t., definitely si 11001 III 011 -Wit 0 III ill Wunite ay' I0111#11 h teklitilt al

(isistiewe to local 114)01111'4.'0e-1" in all the personnel fowl ion .

Personnel policies In relationship to all personnel, (functions are not

comprehensive enough in a forward-looking manner. 1,1 ono grow a random

sample of title local school districts In the state of Minnesota and asked,

"Does your board have a written policy in X, Y, and Z?" the answer would

be "No" unless it was specifically required in statute or in the collective

bargaining process. The collective bargaining process does not cover all

personnel functions,,--and very few districts have a personnel office. A

few large districts do. These would include Minneapolis, St. Paul, Duluth,

and Rochester. They have personnel directors or they have an assistant

superintendent for personnel. Where you have a staff member who has been

trained in personnel` the district is likely to have formally adopted

policies. In most small districts you would not find a*complete, compre- ,

hensive array of personnel policies adopted by the local board,of education.

104
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numpolosr lcming and procuramout. Vur 000mplo, It to 4 myth that

because of the impect s4 4ecliotom Atodeot encolImeot we h4V0 a 104 ties

surplus. We hOrto lovoro teacher shortages in cart in discipline', but

the popular perception la that teach rs are 14,Ing awls 1oh anti they

4E0 minding the pavemont looking 114.

Everybody watcho' the legislative arena very, very closely. the legls

latUre WWI that the number Ot 4ttiticht3 is declining, and asks, "Why

is the cost of -education going up?" hvoryhody talks about aectiuo, We

have 45 school districts now that are growing rapidly but because most

districts are declining, it 13 difficult to get anybody to bellove

we have 45 that are rapid growth districts. Most people get the idea

that the decline applies equally to all districts and a myth grows up.

On the whole we have in the state an appropriate number of staff with
.

exceptions in some discip4s, but there is a distribution problem.

For example, we have 37 elementary_schools in small, rural commtuiities

that do not have a licensed elementary principal. There are unemployed

principals in the metropolitan area who are unwilling to- relocate to

rural towns. We're becoming aware that this department ne to .start

doing'manpower projections and looking at the distribution of manpower
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The state departmet renders a lot techhical assistance to local

school districts in_long-range comprehensive planning, evaluating and

reporting. We haVe been:doi that now alMost four irears'..The-staff

are oriented to go into'a district and do Whatever they can to assist, in

lon0nge planning for meeting'the needS-df'students, teachers, and

other staff. iiimr:Y local district is required bylaw to generate a.

comprehensive educational plan which spells out all the board policies,

and educational goals, instructional plans, staffing projections, student

enrollment projections, financial projections, and facilities projections.

We rendered three years of technical assistance to get districtg into

that planning mode and now they goiah annual update of that plan.

The state does not directly monitor compliance with policies, even those

spelled out in statutes. Because of the Public Employee'Labor Relations

Akt there is sufficient monitoring going on within local districts between

the bargaining representatives and the managers of the school district .

Actually it gets monitored by exception; somebody sues. We do not systeMati-

cally monitor personnel policies. Given the-motential for conflict in

today's world4(1.jmn surprised at how few problems actually go to litigation.

There appears to be a kind of conciliation process that takes place at the

local level.

In the majority of states the criteria and standards for licensing educators,

for approving teacher preparation programs, and criteria for revoking.a

licerie are generallyt7der the control of the' state board of education.

That is not true here.. There is a Board of Teaching separate from the

State Boa of Education. It has the_ authority to prepare the criteria

1
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and standards for issuing licenses, the authority for preparing a

professional code of ethics for teache s monitoring and policing the,.

code of ethics. for teachers, and for apljroving teacher preparation pro-,

grams in colleges and universit'es. It as, the authority to revoke

license's for causes that are 'e liditly 1 i;i\out in statutes related to

teachers.. The state board of education ha those' authorities in relation-

ship to educational administrators and to a few other personnel, like

coaches, guidance counselors, school nurses acid some other support service

kinds of personnel. The state'boad of education has the authority to

handle their licensing, their training, their retraining, and revocation

of licenses.

There are few implementation problems related to teacher tenure and

termination. It is very cltit how tenure is achieved. It is called the

continuing contract here instead of tenure. I see no real pr'oblems in
9

relationship to tenure or continuing contract rights, but the truth is

that there are very few local boards of'education, not only in this state

'but in any other state, that have policies spelling out specifically how

they are going to evaluate employee performance, not just teacher performance

but administrators, supervisors, janitors, maids, everybody else. We

talk a good evaluation game in education but until such time as we do

something about candid evaluation of staff performance, that is all

we are doing--just talking. We evaluate how students perform, but we

really do not evaluate how we as professionals perform. There are lots

of problems there; there is a human reluctance to engage candidly in

evaluation of performance. There are some districts, and they appear to be=
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A

the, larger districts in Minnesota,-where circumstances and former liti-

gation have convinced them that they,need real professional evaluation

procedures so they have adopted policies regarding such evaluation.

,

The state does not.set,salary and promotion requirements; they are deter---
._ 0

mined.throtigh 500 local bargaining units. The key issues in teacher and

board negotiations take place at the local level, and we do not keep track

in this department of how all those issues get settled. But the Minnesota

School Boards Association does, and it shares this with us once the

contract is signed. They share with us the trends inbargaining.

, <

One of the key issues in teacher'and board. negotiations has been teacher/

pupil ratios. Teacher/pupil ratios in Minnesota are already significantly

below those allowed bygxule and the thIlective bargaining process is

trying to drive them still lower. 1 think we had 33 or 34 violations

of- teacher /pupil. ratios in the last year. Where a very small town had

one child too many for its first grade class, economically you had to

allow that one child overage because there is simply no other way to

distribute it. So teacher/pupil ratio, for the most part, does not exceed

the ratios that are laid out in state board rules right now.

Some few local boards several years ago started bargaining on class size.

They are regretting now that they ever bargained an'it and. have put out

the word to other districts that if you haire never bargained on'class size,

take the position of not bargaining. The big discussion that is going on

,;.)
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right now is whether or not class size is bargainable. For the mbsvpart,

the local boards that have'not bargained on it are now refusing to do so.

There are state board rules on maximum class size And, for the most part,

s, g

l;bc4.1. disirittOre in compliance with those rules.

'Sabbaticals are offered and negotiable., Sabbatical's are authorized in

laid for teachers and the'pay can be negotiated in the contract with the

local board of education. 'At tends to babout,fifty percent pay and

the sabbaticals tend to occur somewhere between every fifth' o seventh'

'year. .Sabbaticals' are not usually authorized for administrators which is

interesting. Administrators do not collectively bargain. They do seek

sabbaticals and these get negotiated on an individual basis between a

1:orincipal and the superintendant and the local board. Administrators

do get some sabbaticals but there is not the force of rule or collective's

bargaining process behind it.

Financial incentives tend to be fairly fully used during the first dozen

or so years of a persons career. Then they tend to do those things

that are required bAmthe continuing education rules. If you have been

active for thirteen years, you are probably past the point where you have

made a decision to go for further graduate training or further specialist

training. You either have done it or you 'have decided that you are never

going to do it. Economically, it is not feasible to keep on escalating
V

satary beyond minimal cost of living increases., The state cannot afford it.

A teacher can enter with a B.A. in most districts in this state and will
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have reached the maximum benefit of incentives V aboufthirteen years.

After that, it is just a matter. of continuing education reform.' Those who).
,

.:

ar# still'around after thirteen year tend to stay. Those who are going to

exit from the system tend to get out within'the first four
.

the

'' 1,.

t..,o f) eyears, :

The do not wait for
,

41 incen ives- to work. Tht incentives, tend
. ,

not to relate to whether onp does or does"notj

1

stay active in this-profession.

A
The average age of teachers is increasing. The younger teachers tend to

----:-,.e Opting outeof the system. Since younger teachers-are generally paid,
., "

dower salaries; not,only 14,5the,'teaching profession aging,jit_is-becTing°
, 0 ,J. '. -

.

%
inCreasingly'expensim, It -i§ ;aborlptensive and dollar intenslire.- ' ...

I'do not mean to imply that educators arenot serious professionals.

Some do continually seek renewal experiences 'Whether .or not anybody provides

the incentive for it.- I cannot claim, however, that, the majority of
, .

-teacherl seek renewal without incentives and requirements.

There is some teacher movement froone specialty into another, but they

are not big leaps, for the most part. Teachers tend to be More committed

to their own instructional goals than to any school or district' goals.

/.

We think the comprehensive planning process we have in Minnesota'is

)0
beginning to produce a sense ofschool goals and district goals that the

teachers' instruction must address. If the teachershave had ample

opportunity to participate in the planning of those goals, they acquire

a sense of ownership. If somebody in the central office writes them and'

sends them through inner-office mail, they are thrown in the trash can.

If there'is a mutual sense of ownership, then teachers will address those

'I "1
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goals. If they appear to have been written in isolation and handed to

them, they will almost defiantly refuse to'address them.

re is a code of profess onal ety.ce foi, teachers which was afen to

public hearing by the Board of Teaching. There.re some Sanctions for

,

the violation of that code of ethics, and the authority for exercising

thdte sanctions is the-Board of Teaching. A complaint has to come to

the. Board of Teaching from a local board member, a-superintendent, a

colleague idthin'the Profession, .a parent, or some member of the public.

It mustaAlege in writing.that a professional has Violated the code of

,"

a Jn

ethics. 'Then' the'Board of caching is empowered to investigate and make

a.determination. . It has the authPrityto revoke a license for a_viol

of the code. That

couple of licenses

does not4wppen,very often,-but they have revoked a

in recent years on the basis' of a ,written 'complaint

about a violation of the'code:,,The fundamental premise in the code of

tion

,
ethics is that every .professional must act within the best interest of

the learner. In addition, one shoild act within the best interest not
,

only of the learner but also of professional colleagues.
It'

Serious,staffing shortages have been created by Public Law 94-142.

While most districts were fairly well along at beginning to meet the

needs of theinhandicapped children, we not have in Minnesota many

regulai classroom teachers who had they ining to deal with: mainstreaming .

handicapped children in the classroom. )That has been our biggest diffi-

culty with 'lie mainstreaming concept. We buy it philosophically, and

)

we have beeno.pending some threemillion dollars a year to train the

4
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regular, classroom teacher to cope with dealing with the handicaPPed
vi 4

child. It makes some :teachers very uncomfortable if they have never

had any experience with that and some of-them resent being made to

do this. Both Title One and PL 94-142 have been programmatically good

in helping us meet,the needs of children but implementing them has

presented some real oper tional difficulty.

Prob/ers in relation to the impact of desiegregation legislation have been

limited to very feW_Ates in Minnesota, simply because of demographic
4",

characteristics. There are few minority perses in our state. They

tend to be conceptTated in the largp cities, so that we hid relatiVely

intenseodes4regation difficulties in Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth.

We've had few problems elsewhere

That has begun to change with the influx of heavy Asfan'immigration into

the state. The U.S. Department of State, was unable to project with any

degree of accuracy how many Asians we might be receiving. We have

received a lot of Asian families and a heavyftgussian immigration., While

ourdesegregation problems have been restricted primarily to cities of

the first class,'We are now getting a greater number of sites where we

are having problems. For example, St. Paul had all of its scliools in

compliance with the desegregation guidelines and had done a good job of

coming into compliance. Then they received over 1700 Asian children who,

for desegregation purposes, are considered a minority, and they had no

control where these Asian families went to live. They tended to
S

. . ..

live in clu/ers around large churches in communities who were sponsoring
,

1t,
-a. y



them into.this,country',.and that meant,an unexpected 'influx of'1700

children jest before the beginnthg,of,sk:.hdol which threw the district
9

out of complance., Ch6ging attendance patteraLanidly,in response

to unanticipated events is very difficult, but schools are striving .

valiantly to rise to the chglenge and meet the needs-of those children

We discovered through a recent analysis that we have a hundred and

thirteeridifferentIanguage-groups of children., enrolled in Minnesota

schools. lie have a critical shortage Ofmanpower to deal with,the whole

.Southeast Asian immigration°stream. It causing' us far m 6difficulty

-thanthe former protected classes in.desegregation:

lik44

f Also, we have had 'another shift recently; the largest minority group in

Minnesota.is the Spanish-speaking minority. Many of them settled out of\
/"--

the migradt stream. They have become politically astute, achieved greater,

-.

standing and have bright leaders emergines, In addition,,they are becoming

increasingly militant about the provision of educational services bothip

the native,language and. English, and they are definitely well-organized

politically to demand the preservation of their culture.

Some of the legislators took the position that we should deal with this

problem through English'as a second language, since'we had made no parti-
,

2

cular commitment at any point in history to preserve the culture of the



Danes, Norwegians, Swedes, German Lutherans and other minorities. Some

argues we should teachthem English as a second lAnguage so they can

benefit from the educational oppOrtunities-here and leave it to.other

institutions to maintain their culture. That was the position they took

initially.. We now have a legislatively adopted policy aimed at tion

of one's native language and culture in addition to proficiency in English.

We're still.having problems in- accomplishing that.

I suspect that community perception about school personnel in small

communities has'more impact on implementation than any law or rule that

anybody ever wrote? Because Minnesota is still a rural, agrarian society,

the public school is frequently the largesemployer in the-town. The

school is frequently the social center of the community; it is'the

community's visible sense of identity. It is frequently the largest

investor iri thelocal.bank in that community. If anybody starts tinkering

with their schools or with a favored teacher who has ban a member of that

community'for many years, the community response to a.personnel decision is

,negative. It probably leads to decisions that are in the best interest

of that human being whom we call teacher, but it doesn't always. lead to

decisions that are in the.best interest of the children.

dO

Recommendations

The change I Would like to see would require every local-board of education

in this state or any other state to sit down and examine its policy. from

a very bVoad, comprehensive personnel point of view. The idea would-be

c'Tt el 1
1.4
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to determine whether it has policies that have just happened over tinge

in response'to isolated situations, or if it has a forward-looking well

planned set of personnel policies that take care of the major personnel.,

functions. As noted above, most districts do not have what can be called
,

a thoughtful? comprehensive set of personnel policies and procedures

They tend'to have discrete policies totake care of one kindnof

because at some time er another they've had to deal with rt. They tend

to have discrete policies about those things that are negotiated in

collective bargaining, but that gives short shrift to some major personnel "''

functions.

Some of the things l'see getting short shrift in the world of education

from the personnel. point of'view are: widespread'lack of consciously

adopted affirMative action policies in manpower planning, recruiting, and

selection by local boards of education. One hears from a lot of people

in local districts in Minnesota that there is a requirement in 14W that

in the event of staff layoffs or staff reduction, it must occur in the

inverse order of hiring within a given discipline. They will say, therefore,

since we have been hiring protected classes more recently, they must be

the first to go. that is not the case at all, because there is another law

that provides if a local board of education has adopted an affirmative

action policy for recruiting and selecting its personnel, and-if that

policy is in writing, the board may follow its affirmative action policy

rather than follow the law for staffing terminations. Yet I know of only

four or five local boards of education which have adopted a written'-

titi
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affirmative action policy. We have here a Catch 22 situation. If you

do not have an affirmative action policy for identifying, selecting, recruit-
,

ing, and staffing, you just follow the laws in straightfOtward fashion.

If you have an affirmative action policy and plan, then yoU have the

power to change your plan. It seems that some 19E51 boards'of education

prefer not to adopt an affirmative action policy, because they would have

to make decisions that are now made for them blw. There is a real

weakness in a lack of affirmative action plans 1n writing, consciously

adopted by local boards, of education.

There are probably adequate policies in place for placement, transfer,

pr4lotion, separation, and employee relations; they appear in the contracts.

Staff development is less adequately taken care of by adopted board

policies--less adequately taken care of, but taken care of to some degree.

Employee relations, salary, benefits, grievance procedures, and the like

appear to be well taken care of, again, because they are in the master

contract required by law.

We have our greatest needs in consciously adopted policies for staff pro-
,

,curement up front and for staff development once the staff is hired. it is

my experience that there are theztwo areas where, state by state, organi-
..

zation by organization, you find the greatest weaknesses. If I had sufficient

resources to render technical assistance to local school districts, ,I would

target tecilical assistance on personnel policies in those areas.
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Somebody ought to be paying'more attention to supporting local boards in

getting personnel pOlicies and procedures spelled out, because the more

clearly they are spelled out, the less likely we are-to have conflict:

Clearly delineated policies and procedures increasR the probability of

having healthy functioning staffs making maximum contribution to,the

Whole effort, In our own department, unless we have clear policies and

clear procedures, things tend to go awry. We have a hard time keeping

our staff morale up unless policies and procedures are clear.

My mayor recommendation calls for a complete reconsideration of the

Public Employees Labor Relations Act. While the aims of the act are

desirable, several unanticipated negatives have.emerged from it. Too

many collective bargaining units are engage in the process. The time,

human energy, and cost of conducting the proCess in 500 or more units has

become prohibitive. Moreover, it has established an adversarial relation-

ship between administrators and teachers which is damaging to the pro-

fession. The psychological impact of having administrators and teachers

on opposite sides of emotionally volatile issues during collective bar-

gaining makes it difficult foi them to team in practice to meet the

needs of learners.

It might be possible and desirable to retain the benefits of collective

bargaining, to lower the cost of the process, and to restore amicable

relations by moving to regional or state-wide bargaining units. Removing
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the locus of conflict from,each community might obtain reasonable benefits

for teachers, lower cost of bargaining and litigation, and make it possible

for principals and teachers -to become again professional colleagues in

attendingto the needs of learners.


